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Abstract
Identification of medical terms in free text is a first step in such Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tasks as automatic indexing of biomedical literature and extraction of
patients’ problem lists from the text of clinical notes. Many tools developed to perform
these tasks use biomedical knowledge encoded in the Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) Metathesaurus. We continue our exploration of automatic approaches to
creation of subsets (UMLS content views) which can support NLP processing of either
the biomedical literature or clinical text. We found that suppression of highly ambiguous
terms in the conservative AutoFilter content view can partially replace manual filtering
for literature applications, and suppression of two character mappings in the same
content view achieves 89.5% precision at 78.6% recall for clinical applications.

Keywords: UMLS, Metathesaurus, Content Views, Natural Language Processing,
Indexing, Clinical Text
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INTRODUCTION
The semantic analysis of biomedical text and mediation between the language of users
accessing the biomedical documents for various purposes and the language of the
documents depend strongly on the formal representation of the domain language and
knowledge [1]. The Unified Medical Language System® (UMLS®) represents, in
machine-readable form, information about the biomedical language and domain
knowledge and serves as foundation for biomedical language processing. Several
questions naturally occur due to the availability of such global knowledge and language
resources: 1) how suitable is the resource for a specific goal in terms of coverage? 2)
what is the most effective approach to use the resource? 3) can the resource be
automatically customized? and 4) are the same customization methods applicable for
different tasks, subdomains, and sublanguages?

The suitability of the UMLS for construction of a lexicon for automatic processing of
medical narrative was studied by Johnson using the 1997 UMLS SPECIALIST Lexicon
and Metathesaurus® [2]. In this study, the SPECIALIST Lexicon covered about 79% of
syntactic information and 38% of semantic information in discharge summaries. When
the same methodology was applied to construction of a lexicon for processing texts in the
field of molecular biology, over 77% of the tokens in the domain corpus were found in
the derived lexicon, but only 3% of the unique tokens in the corpus were covered [3]. The
UMLS was found to cover approximately 92% of unique concepts in answers to
translation research questions (excluding questions about mutations) [4]. In an evaluation
of the UMLS as a source of knowledge for processing of chest x-ray reports and
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discharge summaries, the UMLS-based lexicon did not perform as well as the custom
built lexicon that contained most clinical terms found in reports associated with these
domains [5]. The authors, however, found the UMLS to be a valuable resource for
medical language processing because it substantially reduced the effort in construction of
the lexicon. UMLS customization through intersection with local vocabularies was
further explored in a study that included lexicons submitted by seven large scale
healthcare institutions and resulted in creation of the CORE (Clinical Observations
Recording and Encoding) Subset of SNOMED CT® (Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine--Clinical Terms®) 1.

The UMLS Metathesaurus, the major component of the UMLS, is constructed from over
100 biomedical vocabularies. Terms from different vocabularies meaning the same thing
are grouped together into concepts, and each concept is assigned one or more categories,
or semantic types, from the UMLS Semantic Network. This organization of biomedical
concepts consisting of surface forms from UMLS constituent vocabularies serves as a
powerful basis for supporting biomedical applications as shown by many studies
including those cited above [2-5]. However, Metathesaurus content is known to have a
number of problems such as missing biomedical concepts, concepts that are not
biomedical at all, and ambiguity, perhaps the most important problem with
Metathesaurus content.

One source of Metathesaurus ambiguity arises when a concept contains a term which is a
substring of the preferred name of the concept but whose meaning differs from that of the
1

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/Snomed/core_subset.html.
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concept. For example, the concept Other location of complaint contains the term Other,
which is a spurious synonym of Other location of complaint. Note that the Metathesaurus
editors have marked some problematic terms as suppressible, making them easy to
ignore. Unfortunately, the term Other in the above example is not so marked. A source of
true lexical ambiguity arises from the existence of acronym/abbreviation terms. For
example, the term PAP occurs in fifteen concepts including Papaverine, PAPOLA gene
and PULMONARY ALVEOLAR PROTEINOSIS, ACQUIRED. As a final example of true
ambiguity, consider the term resistance, which occurs as a term in the three concepts
Resistance (Psychotherapeutic), resistance mechanism and social resistance. Each of

these concepts can legitimately be represented by the homonym resistance. The problem
in this case is that at least one more legitimate sense of resistance, namely Electrical
resistance, is missing.

As the Metathesaurus has grown, the goal of effectively using its knowledge has become
more challenging, partly due to the growth in ambiguity described above. A large body
of work on disambiguation of Metathesaurus homonyms in context provides a means for
selecting the correct concept [6-12]. This paper presents an alternative approach that
attempts to reduce the amount of ambiguity and the size of the resource in the hope of
subsequently reducing text processing time and complexity without loss in coverage and
accuracy. This reduction of excessive and spurious ambiguity could be of help on its own
or combined with word sense disambiguation programs such as the one based on journal
descriptor indexing [12] which is an optional feature available in the current MetaMap
processing [13].
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MetaMap, a tool that identifies Metathesaurus concepts in free text, was used as an
essential part of text processing in all experiments presented in this paper. MetaMap
employs two data models, relaxed and strict, that differ in how much Metathesaurus
content is filtered out [14]. The relaxed model filters out lexically similar strings based on
case and hyphen variation, possessives, comma uninversion, NOS variation and nonessential parentheticals. It also includes the manual removal of some strings such as
numbers, single alphabetics, NEC terms, Enzyme Commission (EC) terms, the short
forms of brand names and, most importantly, unnecessarily ambiguous terms [15].
MetaMap’s strict model also filters out strings with complex syntactic structure; these are
strings which MetaMap does not match well anyway. Table 1 presents examples of
removed strings. Over 40% of Metathesaurus strings are removed in the creation of the
strict model. It is MetaMap’s default model for semantic NLP processing, and it has been
available as the first Metathesaurus Content View since the 2005AA UMLS release [16].

Metathesaurus Strings
Reason(s) for removal
Intraductal carcinoma, non-infiltrating NOS
NOS variation, comma uninversion,
(morphologic abnormality)
parenthetical, case, hyphen
[D] Castleman's disease (disorder)
Parenthetical, case, possessive
[M]Hodgkin's sarcoma
Parenthetical, case, possessive
[X]Diffuse non-Hodgkin's lymphoma,
Comma uninversion, parenthetical,
unspecified (disorder)
case, hyphen, possessive
Table 1: String filtering in the MetaMap strict model

The Lister Hill NLP Content View (LNCV) project was launched in 2007 to study the
effective use of the Metathesaurus and answer questions about applicability of automatic
customization methods for different sublanguages [17]. We automatically constructed
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several Metathesaurus subsets, (called content views) that we hoped might improve the
performance of two NLP applications: the NLM Medical Text Indexer (MTI) [18], a
literature application, and the Clinical Question Answering [19] clinical application.

Applications used to evaluate the Metathesaurus content views
Medical Text Indexer (MTI)
MTI is a system for producing indexing terms, either Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH®) or Heading/Subheading combinations, from biomedical text. It has been used at
NLM since 2002 in both semi-automated and fully automatic environments. MTI
indexing recommendations are available to NLM indexers to assist them in indexing
MEDLINE® citations, and the recommendations are consulted for about 40% of
MEDLINE indexing. MTI also assists NLM catalogers and the History of Medicine
division, and produces fully automatic indexing (subject to selective review) for
collections of abstracts available through the NLM Gateway [20].

Clinical Question Answering (CQA)
The CQA clinical question answering system represents questions and MEDLINE
citations using frames which capture the fundamental elements of Evidence Based
Medicine (EBM) [21]: 1) clinical scenario; 2) clinical task (diagnosis, therapy and
prevention, prognosis, and etiology); and 3) strength of evidence [19]. Given a clinical
note, the system automatically generates a question frame using MetaMap [13] and a set
of rules for extraction of the elements of a clinical scenario. The question frame is used to
automatically generate a query and search MEDLINE. Retrieved citations are processed
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with several knowledge extractors and classifiers that rely on a combination of factors:
UMLS concept recognition using MetaMap, manually derived patterns and rules, and
supervised machine learning techniques to identify the fundamental EBM components.
The answers in the form of patient oriented outcome statements are extracted from
retrieval results retained after fuzzy unification of the question and answer frames [19].

To generate question frames, the CQA system extracts from the MetaMap output
concepts that belong to the following semantic groups: Problems/findings (meant to
represent a patient’s problem list), Interventions, and Anatomy (which provides details
about the patient). The Problems/findings semantic group is based on the UMLS
semantic group Disorders [22] augmented with semantic types Laboratory or Test Result,
Virus and Bacterium because in clinical narrative, entities of those types could be treated
as findings. For example, the phrase “Urine Cx results + for non-fermenter not
pseudomonas” means the patient tests positive for non-fermenting bacteria. The
Interventions group includes therapeutic and diagnostic procedures, drugs, and drug
delivery devices. The Anatomy group includes semantic types in the anatomy and
physiology groups excluding those on the cell and molecular level (for example, Cell or
Molecular Function).

Previously evaluated Metathesaurus content views
In our 2008 study, we designed experiments to determine if any of the content views
could improve the performance for either the literature (MTI indexing) or clinical
application (extraction of the answer frames) [17]. In the 2008 study, we took two
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disparate approaches for defining the content views, a maximalist approach (which
strives to maximally retain the Metathesaurus strings) and a minimalist approach (which
reduces the Metathesaurus size to a minimum).

The maximalist approach, patterned after the data model construction used by MetaMap
[13], consists of progressive removal of Metathesaurus strings when they are determined
to be inappropriate for the data model being built. In contrast, the minimalist approach
begins by removing a significant portion of the Metathesaurus to form a minimal set and
then restoring useful strings in a backoff phase. In our case, we removed all concept
strings that were a proper substring (respecting word boundaries) of another string in the
concept to form the minimal set. Examples of these and other content view modifications
are provided in the Methods section.

We identified three maximal content views (Base, AutoFilter, and AllFilter) that
performed well for the literature application (MTI) and two minimalist content views
(MinBackoff and Minimal) 2 that performed well for the clinical application (CQA). Of
these, we chose the three best performing content views (AutoFilter, AllFilter, and
Minimal) for further study.

Modifications to previously evaluated Metathesaurus content views
For the current study, we have developed three content view modification approaches –
conservative, moderate, and aggressive – designed to systematically remove more and
more Metathesaurus strings from a content view as they progress from conservative to
2

Formerly called AggrBackoff and Aggressive
9

aggressive. We used the same NLP applications (MTI and CQA) and supplemented our
2008 LNCV document collection with a collection of randomly selected de-identified
clinical discharge sentences to evaluate the extraction of question frames.

The three major approaches were designed to expand on our earlier LNCV work. The
conservative approach deleted some short Metathesaurus strings that we thought were
contributing to the overall ambiguity. The moderate approach removed specific source
vocabularies that, in the analysis preceding this work, were shown to rarely be a single
source for terms found in MEDLINE and were introducing possibly ambiguous and/or
incomplete concept senses. The aggressive approach performed a wholesale removal of
blocks of Metathesaurus strings based on their degree of ambiguity.

METHODS
Experimental environment
As mentioned earlier, we are reusing three of last year’s five content views extracted
from the 2007AB Metathesaurus (English strings only) – AutoFilter, AllFilter, and
Minimal. The AutoFilter view consists of all of MetaMap’s automatic filtering; it is
MetaMap’s strict model but without the manual ambiguity filtering. The AllFilter view is
MetaMap’s strict model, including manual filtering. The Minimal view, the most
restrictive of all the content views, removes all Metathesaurus strings that are a proper
substring of another string in the same concept, respecting word boundaries.

For

example, the string malaria is removed from the concept Malaria Vaccines. The order of
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the Metathesaurus content views from most conservative to most aggressive is
AutoFilter, AllFilter, and Minimal.

The conservative and moderate content view modification approaches are based on
results of our manual ambiguity review process that is performed each year on the “AA”
Metathesaurus release. The goal here is to automate some of the manual processes to
improve performance and to allow us to do deeper manual review of the remaining
ambiguities. We chose the source vocabularies for the moderate approach partially based
on data from an unpublished internal study that showed how much of each of the UMLS
source vocabulary strings were actually found in MEDLINE®/PubMed®.

Three conservative approaches consisted of 1) removing all Metathesaurus strings with 2
characters (for example, ds where MetaMap returns diethyl sulfate, DHDDS gene, DHPS
wt Allele, DS, Disposition Submission Domain, and Supernumerary maxillary right lateral
primary incisor); 2) all strings with 3 characters (for example, not where MetaMap returns
NR4A2 gene, and Negation; and 3) all 3 character consonants (for example, pcr where

MetaMap returns Polymerase Chain Reaction). The effects of deletion of each type of
short strings were studied separately.

The moderate approach involved the complete removal of specific source vocabularies
that we thought were either contributing possibly ambiguous and/or incomplete senses to
our MetaMap results or which contained large numbers of terms not likely to appear in
biomedical text. The vocabularies we removed were HL7 (Health Level Seven), LOINC
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(Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes Vocabulary), and RXNORM (RxNorm
Vocabulary).

HL7 is an example of a vocabulary which, when added to the

Metathesaurus, contributes many ambiguous terms and incomplete senses. Also, we
discovered in an internal study that LOINC and RXNORM are examples of large
Metathesaurus vocabularies whose terms occur less than 5% of the time in MEDLINE, a
good source of biomedical text.

The aggressive approach consisted of the removal of blocks of Metathesaurus strings
based on their degree of ambiguity.

For these experiments we concentrated on 2+

ambiguities through 10+ ambiguities. The plus sign after the number indicates that strings
with the given degree of ambiguity and higher were removed. Degree of ambiguity is
based on the number of senses for a given UMLS concept after all of the UMLS
identified suppressible senses are removed via part of the MetaMap data creation process.
In the UMLS MRCON file, senses are marked as suppressible by the lowercase “s” in the
third column. For example, abdomen is 5 ways ambiguous in the Metathesaurus, but two
of the senses are already marked as suppressible in the UMLS leaving MetaMap with
abdomen being a 3 ways ambiguous concept.

Figure 1 summarizes the content views, modifications applied to each view, and
document collections used in our experiments.
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Content views
• AutoFilter: MetaMap’s strict model without the manual ambiguity filtering
• AllFilter: MetaMap’s strict model with the manual ambiguity filtering
• Minimal: substrings suppressed
Content view modifications
• Short string removal (conservative): UMLS concepts of 2 characters, 3 characters,
and 3 character consonants
• UMLS source vocabulary removal (moderate): HL7, RXNORM, LNC, and all three
combined
• Ambiguity removal (aggressive): 2+ through 10+ ambiguity
Document collections
• 2008 LNCV document collection: 10,000 MEDLINE citations
• Clinical text collection: 356 random de-identified discharge sentences
Figure 1 - Data Summary

LNCV and Clinical document collections
The set of documents used in MTI experiments, the 2008 LNCV document collection,
consists of a randomly chosen subset of 10,000 MEDLINE citations indexed in 2007 that
had MTI recommendations.

The clinical text collection consists of 356 random

sentences, each from a different randomly selected de-identified discharge summary
obtained from the Laboratory for Computational Physiology, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology [23,24].

Experiments
We repeated the 2008 baseline experiments [17] for the AllFilter, AutoFilter, and
Minimal content views to verify that the new 2009 results were consistent with the
original 2008 results. While the tools themselves didn’t change, MTI specifically relies
on the related citations algorithm applied to the ever changing PubMed database for part
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of its data. Related citations did contribute to an insignificant difference in results which
we then used as our new baselines for this round of experiments.

All 16 content view modification experiments (3 short string, 4 UMLS source
vocabulary, and 9 ambiguity) were run on all three content views (AutoFilter, AllFilter,
and Minimal) for a total of 48 experiments on this new baseline, producing results for
both document collections.

Both the literature and clinical applications used the following criterion for the
conservative and aggressive experiments: concepts that would have been found only
using a string removed from the content view were not mapped. However, if a MeSH
Heading (for MTI) or UMLS concept (for CQA) could have been reached by more than
one triggering string and one of those triggers was not removed, we kept the MeSH
Heading/UMLS concept. For example, if we were removing all the UMLS strings of
three characters from the MTI results and we had MeSH Heading Immunoglobulin G
triggered by two strings IgG and Immunoglobulin G found in the same MEDLINE
abstract, we would keep Immunoglobulin G in this case because it was triggered by the
longer string Immunoglobulin G. Conversely, mapping the string ds in the clinical note to
Supernumerary maxillary right lateral primary incisor was removed because it was found

only through the two character string in the note.
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Literature (MTI) experiments
The MTI experiments consisted of processing the 2008 LNCV document collection
through MTI [118] using one of the content views and one content view modification
criterion defined in Figure 1 above. Since the moderate experiments entailed the
exclusion of one of three UMLS source vocabularies, they were conducted by replacing
the normal MetaMap data model used by MTI with one of three data models constructed
after removing one of the vocabularies from the Metathesaurus. Performing the
conservative and aggressive experiments was simpler: baseline MTI results using
MetaMap’s normal data model were modified by removing those MeSH Headings
meeting the specific criteria for the experiment as described above.

MTI indexing evaluation
The indexing recommendations so obtained were compared with the official MeSH
indexing for the documents, computing Recall (R), Precision (P) and F2 values for each
document. The F-measure F2 = 5*(PR)/(4P+R) gives Recall twice as much weight as
Precision in order to reflect the indexing perspective that finding additional relevant
indexing terms is more important than including a few irrelevant terms.

Clinical (CQA) experiments
The CQA moderate experiments involved processing the clinical text collection through
MetaMap replacing the normal MetaMap data model with a data model constructed after
removing the source vocabularies from the Metathesaurus and then run against Problems,
Interventions, and Anatomy extraction facilities. The Problems and Interventions
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extractors identify two of the four elements of a well-formed clinical question frame [25].
The Anatomy extractor contributes to the Patient/Problem element of the frame. The
complete removal of vocabularies in moderate content view modifications requires a
specific data model to be used in MetaMap processing. Conversely, the conservative and
aggressive modifications allow post-processing the results obtained using the normal
MetaMap data model. For the conservative and aggressive experiments, the baseline
CQA results for each content view were used, and UMLS concepts were removed from
the baseline CQA results when the specific criteria were met as described above.

CQA extraction evaluation
To identify the most suitable UMLS customization approach, the reference standard for
the clinical application was created as follows: Problems/findings, Interventions and
Anatomy terms were manually annotated by DDF prior to the evaluation. The evaluation
of the modifications to the UMLS content views was conducted manually by DDF who
matched the UMLS concepts extracted by the system from each sentence into its question
frame to the reference standard. The evaluation was conducted manually because we did
not see a good way to automate the semantic (rather than lexical) matching process. For
example, temp in Temp 97.1 was annotated as shorthand for temperature measurement
(Intervention) in the reference standard. The term temp was also identified as
Intervention (therapeutic procedure) by MetaMap. However, the preferred name for the
concept (and its surface representation temp) identified by MetaMap is cisplatin
/etoposide /mitoxantrone /tamoxifen protocol, which clearly indicates a false positive

mapping. To avoid counting such occurrences as true positives, each automatically
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extracted term was manually compared to the previously created reference standard and
evaluated as true positive, false positive or false negative.

Figures 2 and 3 present examples of extracted sentences, annotated reference frames, and
frames generated by the system. No annotation beyond entity recognition (for example,
negation, temporal relations or the severity of problems) was undertaken. The frames
generated by the system (in column 3) were compared to the reference frames (column
2). The system frames contain the input string that was matched, the preferred UMLS
name for the concept to which the string was matched and its semantic type. The system
output is shown for the baseline Minimal view. The conservative modification of this
view suppresses the three false positive concepts in the second example (dm, os, and hs)
shown in Figure 3 (as highlighted by the strikethrough text). However, suppression of
mappings triggered by three character strings often leads to loss in recall (as shown in
Figure 2 by the strikethrough text).

an MRI of the sacral area near the abscess ruled out osteomyelitis.
Reference annotation
System output
abscess
Abscess(Abscesses)[patf]
Problem(s)
osteomyelitis
osteomyelitis(Osteomyelitides)[dsyn]
Intervention(s) MRI
sacral area
Anatomy

mri(Magnetic resonance imaging)[diap]

Figure 2 - Example sentence extracted from discharge summaries and annotated for the evaluation.
Strikethrough indicates mappings suppressed in conservative modification triggered by three
character strings (for example, mri)
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The patient is a 43 year old male with type 1 DM treated with insulin pump, complicated
by gastroparesis, mild-moderate retinopathy and neuropathy with several recent
admissions for DKA presents with 1 day h/o nausea and vomiting.

Problem(s)

Intervention(s)

Reference
annotation
type 1 DM
gastroparesis
retinopathy
neuropathy
DKA
nausea
vomiting
insulin pump
male

Anatomy

System output

gastroparesis(Gastropareses)[dsyn]
mild retinopathy(Mild retinopathy)[fndg]
neuropathy(NEUROPATHY)[dsyn]

vomiting(Vomiting)[sosy]
dm(Hexadecadrol)[phsu, strd]
insulin pump(Insulin Pumps)[medd]
male(Male gender)[orga]
os(Skeletal bone)[bpoc]
hs(Supernumerary maxillary left primary canine)[bpoc]

Figure 3 - Example sentence extracted from discharge summaries and annotated for the evaluation
Strikethrough indicates mappings suppressed in conservative modification triggered by two
character strings

The discharge summary sentences contained 928 named entities (505 Problems/findings,
314 Interventions and 109 Anatomy terms). The entities were annotated “as is”: without
any changes to the original text (such as spelling corrections or abbreviation expansions.)
For example, in Broad spectrum abx started, “abx” (antibiotics) was annotated as an
intervention. Recall, precision, and F2 values for each semantic group and for all entities
were computed.

Evaluating experimental results for statistical significance
We used a two-tail paired t-test to determine if the differences observed in the MTI and
clinical entity extraction experiments are statistically significant. For MTI experiments
we are only interested in the significant differences in the F2 scores as the indicator of the
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overall improvement in the system. For the clinical application, we are interested in
differences in all metrics because in some situations recall is more important than
precision (for example, for a clinical researcher in an exploratory task), whereas in some
other clinical tasks (for example, retrieving literature to provide clinical evidence)
precision is more important than recall.

RESULTS
Tables 2 and 3 present the best results compared to the baseline experiments for both
applications. (Note that in all these experiments we evaluate not the performance of the
tools, but rather use the differences in the performance of the tools to evaluate the
approaches to UMLS customization.) The results for the remaining experiments did not
improve the baseline significantly, or performed worse. These results are available in the
appendices. The bold text in both Table 2 and Table 3 indicates the best performing
experiments. Table 2 presents the best MTI results together with their baselines. All of
the best MTI results involve an aggressive content view modification consisting of
removal of ambiguities of a certain degree or higher. The differences in aggressive
modifications of the three content views compared to the baseline performance of the
views are statistically significant (p <0.001). The aggressive modification of the Minimal
view is significantly worse than the baseline AllFilter view. The difference between the
aggressive modification of the AutoFilter view and the baseline AllFilter view is not
statistically significant. It is important to compare the results to the AllFilter baseline
because it is the currently available MetaMap model which we hope to improve.
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AutoFilter
Baseline
9,999
115,877
187,721

AutoFilter
7+ Ambig
9,999
115,877
186,701

AllFilter
Baseline
9,999
115,877
187,186

AllFilter
7+ Ambig
9,999
115,877
186,748

Minimal
Baseline
9,999
115,877
180,113

Citations
Indexed MHs
MTI Recommendations
All Citations
Correct MTI
58,417
58,384
58,464
58,443
56,174
Recommendations
% of Indexed MHs (Recall)
50.41%
50.39%
50.45%
50.44%
48.49%
% of MTI Recommendations
31.12%
31.27%
31.23%
31.30%
31.19%
(Precision)
44.92%
43.65%
44.85%
44.94%
F2
44.90%
Title-Only Citations
Correct MTI
2,745
2,740
2,753
2,748
2,562
Recommendations
% of Indexed MHs (Recall)
19.81%
19.78%
19.87%
19.83%
18.51%
% of MTI Recommendations
44.35%
44.87%
44.74%
44.93%
44.22%
(Precision)
22.36%
22.32%
20.95%
F2
22.28%
22.27%
Title/Abstract Citations
Correct MTI
55,672
55,644
55,711
55,696
53,612
Recommendations
% of Indexed MHs (Recall)
54.57%
54.54%
54.61%
54.59%
52.55%
% of MTI Recommendations
30.67%
30.81%
30.77%
30.83%
30.76%
(Precision)
47.21%
47.28%
46.03%
47.30%
F2
47.26%
Table 2: MTI results for all content views with the best aggressive experiments

Minimal
6+ Ambig
9,995
115,877
179,694
56,155
48.47%
31.25%
43.66%
2,561
18.51%
44.70%
20.97%
53,594
52.53%
30.81%
46.04%

The results of the aggressive modification approach indicate that we might be able to
automate some of the ambiguity study that we now do manually. The table includes
descriptive information at the beginning as well as three sections of results: the overall
results, title only citations, and those with both title and abstract.

Table 3 contains the results for conservative modifications to the three UMLS content
views (AllFilter, AutoFilter, and Minimal) evaluated in CQA extraction experiments.
Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant differences in the overall results for 2- and
3-character term elimination within the same content view. Section signs (§) indicate
significant differences between the experimental views and the currently available
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MetaMap view (AllFilter). Bold typeface indicates the highest recall, precision and Fscore for each extractor and for the extraction task overall.

Problems
Recall
Precision
F2
Interventions
Recall
Precision
F2
Anatomy
Recall
Precision
F2
Overall
Recall
Precision
F2

AutoFilter
Baseline

AutoFilter
2 Char

AutoFilter
3 Char

AllFilter
Baseline

AllFilter
2 Char

AllFilter
3 Char

Minimal
Baseline

Minimal
2 Char

79.80%
90.15%
81.68%

79.21%
93.67% *
81.73%

75.24% *
90.90%
77.92% *

77.82%
90.97%
80.14%

77.82%
92.91%
80.43%

74.06%
92.57%
77.15%

67.52%
83.57%
70.22%

67.13%
92.87%
71.07%

66.34%
86.12%
69.53%

79.94%
77.71%
79.48%

77.39%
83.21%
78.49%

76.11% *
82.99%
77.39% *

76.11%
81.84%
77.19%

76.11%
83.56%
77.49%

73.24%
88.46%
75.85%

60.19%
71.59%
62.17%

59.23%
77.82%
62.20%

58.59%
80.70%
61.99%

79.82%
74.36%
78.66%

79.82%
90.63% *
81.77% *

77.06% *
76.36% *
76.92% *

79.81%
88.78%
81.46%

79.81%
92.55%
82.07%

77.06%
92.31%
79.69%

76.14%
70.33%
74.90%

76.14%
96.51%
79.50%

72.47%
70.53%
72.07%

78.66%
75.75% *
77.48%
77.48%
74.14% * 66.06% §
65.52%
79.85% §
83.54%
89.57% *
86.15% *
87.47%
89.54%
88.12% *
91.13% 77.59% §
80.56%
77.62% *
79.29%
79.62%
77.01% 68.08% §
69.06% *
80.62%
Table 3: CQA extraction results for all content views with conservative 2 and 3 character string
suppression experiments for each semantic group and overall

64.44%
82.03%
67.33%

The suppression of whole vocabularies (LOINC, RXNORM and HL7) did not change the
extraction results significantly. The same is true for the terms with high ambiguity. There
were no terms with 8 or more senses in the discharge sentences and only one term with 7
senses, CAD, which occurred in four sentences. These four instances of CAD contributed
to false negatives and false positives in the Minimal and AllFilter content views and to
true positives (Problem sense) and false positives (Intervention sense) in the AutoFilter
content view, but not sufficiently to change the results. This term (CAD) was also most
frequent within five and six or more senses, which led to results similar to 7+ ambiguity
suppression. Removal of the terms with two, three, and four senses from the best overall
performing model, AutoFilter, degraded the results (see Table 4).
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Minimal
3 Char

Ambiguity
4+
Recall
Precision
F2

Ambiguity
Ambiguity Ambiguity Ambiguity Ambiguity Ambiguity Ambiguity
4+
4+
3+
3+
3+
2+
2+
2 Char
3 Char
2 Char
3 Char
2 Char
77.58%
76.40%
73.92%
75.75%
74.56%
72.27%
68.17%
67.03%
84.61%
89.86%
87.06%
84.69%
90.10%
87.13%
84.65%
89.88%
78.89%
78.76%
76.22%
77.38%
77.22%
74.82%
70.93%
70.62%
Table 4: Best AutoFilter extraction results were degraded by suppression of low ambiguity terms

DISCUSSION
Before discussing the results for the MTI and problem and intervention extraction
experiments individually, it is worth observing that the MTI experiments scored far lower
for all measures than the extraction experiments. In general this is due to the fact that
MTI’s indexing task is more complex and challenging than the extraction task.
Specifically, MEDLINE indexing involves the creation of a list of about twelve
interrelated terms, which together characterize the essence of a biomedical article.
Furthermore, MTI produces up to twenty-five indexing terms for a given article and is
therefore penalized when its indexing recommendations are compared via exact matching
with the more parsimonious MEDLINE indexing.

In general, the MTI results were disappointing for both the conservative and moderate
experiments. MTI did worse for all of the experiments, except for title-only citations in
the moderate experiments, where it performed slightly better in most cases. This slight
improvement in results may be due to title-only citations having a smaller list of
recommendations (less than 6 vs. 25 or more for regular citations) and/or our use of Word
Sense Disambiguation settings for MetaMap processing. Both of these methods create a
smaller more precise list, and our experiments may have removed further problematic
recommendations. The positive outcome of our experiments is the observation that 7+
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Ambiguity
2+
3 Char
64.55%
86.94%
68.06%

ambiguity removal in AutoFilter view is comparable to the laborious manual review that
turns this view into the AllFilter view.

The results of extracting Problems and Interventions from clinical narrative show not
only that processing of the same text for different tasks (MTI and clinical entity
extraction) needs different models [17], but also that processing of different text types
(citations vs. clinical text) for the same task requires different models. The Minimal view
that performed best on MEDLINE citations is significantly worse than other approaches
for clinical text processing. Although its precision was improved by the conservative and
moderate modifications (achieving the highest precision, 96.5% for Anatomy extraction),
its low recall with overall insignificant improvement in precision makes this approach
unsuitable for clinical narrative processing. The difference in the validity of this view for
extraction of the same entity types from the formal language of MEDLINE citations
could be explained by the differences in the two sublanguages. For example, the string
anxiety is not extracted from the sentence “Diazepam 2 mg Tablet Sig: One (1) Tablet
PO Q8H (every 8 hours) as needed for anxiety.” when the mapping is done using the

Minimal view. This string maps to three UMLS concepts: Anxiety Adverse Event
[C1963064]; Anxiety [C0003467]; and Anxiety symptoms [C0860603]. Whereas Anxiety
Adverse Event and Anxiety symptoms have semantic type finding and are found in

AllFilter and AutoFilter views as Problems through their synonym anxiety, in the
Minimal view this synonym is suppressed. This mapping is not reached through the
concept Anxiety [C0003467] because its semantic type is mental process, which in most
cases does not signify a clinical problem or finding. Identification of Problems in the text
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of MEDLINE citations, in general, is more robust than the same process applied to
clinical text. Processing of clinical text mostly depends on a single occurrence of the
term, but abstracts of scientific articles repeat the name of the disorder and findings that
were studied several times and at least one of those mentions usually provides the full
name. For example, 4699 randomized clinical trials (RCT) abstracts in MEDLINE
contain terms anxiety and symptom or symptoms, but only 2783 RCT abstracts contain
the term anxiety, but not symptom or symptoms.

The AutoFilter and AllFilter views performed equally well (with a significantly higher
recall in the AutoFilter view). This indicates that for clinical text the AutoFilter content
view with 2-character terms removed can replace the laborious manual filtering process
involved in the AllFilter content view.

CONCLUSION
In continuing construction of UMLS content views, we focused on improvement of the
three most promising UMLS content views identified in our earlier study [17] Our first
goal was to reduce manual effort in constructing the AllFilter content view most suitable
for medical text indexing.

For MTI, the results obtained using the 7+ aggressive

modification of the AutoFilter content view are comparable to those achieved by the
manually constructed AllFilter content view.

Our second goal was to test if the Minimal content view, most suitable for extraction of
the elements of answers to clinical questions from MEDLINE citations, is also
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appropriate for extraction of the elements of clinical questions from clinical notes. In
processing clinical notes, the recall levels for this view were significantly lower than for
the other two views, which might be explained by extensive use of abbreviated terms in
the clinical notes. The best overall F2 score was achieved by the AutoFilter content view
with 2-character strings suppression.

The fact that we were able to construct fully automatic content views that perform at least
as well as manually constructed views is encouraging. Our experiments suggest,
however, that content views need to be constructed for each specific task and
sublanguage (text type).

The datasets used in these experiments are available through the MetaMap Portal 3
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